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Smartphones Evolution

 Number of Smartphone users - Worldwide data from 2016-2021 in billions

 80.76% of the world’s population owns a smartphone today

 49.40% of 2016’s global population



Number of apps available in leading app stores

 Survey time period: Q1 2021

 Focus on Google Play Store 

and Amazon AppStore ~ 

4,000,000 Android apps



Why Android?

 Open because of Linux kernel

 On Linux there are administrative/superuser permissions

 Root access: allow Android users to get privileged control

 Huge number of apps + Huge number of smartphone users => Malware

authors + Malicious applications

 DroidDream (2011 in Android Market): fully fledged bot, able to get root access

and then could install applications of choice, navigate to websites, manipulate

text and voice messages, and communicate with a remote command and

control server.



Dangers

 Get root access to Android mobile devices

 Get access to sensitive information

 => Market loses reliability



What is malware?

 Malware, short for “malicious software,” refers to any intrusive software

developed by cybercriminals (often called “hackers”) to steal data and

damage or destroy computers and computer systems.

 Examples of common malware include viruses, worms, Trojan viruses,

spyware, adware, and ransomware. Recent malware attacks have

exfiltrated data in mass amounts.
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Papers

 Hey, You, Get Off of My Market: 

Detecting Malicious Apps in Official 

and Alternative Android Markets

 Yajin Zhou, Zhi Wang, Wu Zhou, 

Xuxian Jiang

 Detecting Android Malware: 

Characterization and Evolution

 Yajin Zhou, Xuxian Jiang



Hey, You, Get Off of My 

Market: Detecting Malicious 

Apps in Official and Alternative 

Android Markets

Yajin Zhou, Zhi Wang, Wu Zhou, Xuxian Jiang

January 2012



Purpose

 Systematic study to better understand the overall health of existing Android 

Markets

 Official and unofficial (third party) markets e.g Android Market, Amazon 

Appstore  

 Detect malicious apps on these marketplaces

 How?

 Use a crawler to collect all possible free apps from 5 representative marketplaces 

for 2 months (May and June 2011)



Simple idea but…

 Large-scale analysis is needed to better understand the idea of the global 

Android malware status

 Solution: make considerations before any implementation



Design goals for the malware 

detection system

 Accuracy

 Detect malicious apps with low false positives

 Consider an app as malicious but is not

 Scalability & Efficiency

 Need 6 seconds per sample to be analyzed

 If we have 200,000 apps => ~ 2 weeks => speed is a crucial factor

 Idea: Filter out apps which are unlikely to be malicious e.g. Facebook has its own

bugs, if we found anything company’s brand and trust will be affected

 Focus on other apps - Permission-based behavioral footprinting



DroidRanger

 First system aims to analyze how healthy a Marketplace is, focusing on

detecting malicious applications

 Used to crawl 204 040 app samples (~75% from Google marketplace)

 Two main functions:

 Detecting known malware via permission-based behavioral footprinting

 Detecting unknown malware via heuristics-based filtering

 Results:

 Detect 171 infected apps (21 from google marketplace)

 Detect unknown zero-day malware



DroidRanger architecture

➢ Crawl 5 app 

marketplaces: Android 
Market (current Google 

Play), eoeMarket, 

alcatelclub, gfan, 

mmoovv

➢ More than 200,000 apps 

loaded into app 

repository



Detect known malware

 Via permission-based behavioral footprinting

 Filtering applications based on user permissions to use an application

 Analysis of the app’s behavior

 Uses a set of 10 known malware families as prototypes



Detect known malware

Step 1- Permission-based filtering

 Exclude applications that are unlikely to contain malicious content

 For performance purposes

 Compare permissions found in the manifest file (file with general

application components) with required permissions by known malware

apps.

 In the end, applications with these “malware” permissions will go to step 2

 Example: Zsone malware requests permissions for RECEIVE SMS and SEND

SMS, so DroidRanger focuses on applications that require these 2

authorizations



Permission RECEIVE_SMS SEND_SMS RECEIVE_SMS & SEND_SMS

Apps 5,214 8,235 3,204

Percentage 2.85% 4.50% 1.75%

 DroidRanger approach reduces the time of analysis.

 The table shows the percentage of applications that have these

permissions compared to other applications.

 It is important which permissions we choose, to avoid false positives.

 Consider an app as malicious but is not

 Try to select the ones that appear in most malwares.



Detect known malware

Step 2 - Behavioral analysis 

 Still many apps to analyze

 Running an off-the-shelf antivirus did not detect about 24% of the malware 

that existed, possibly due to the signature diversity of the applications.

 But with DroidRanger behavioral analysis through:

 The manifest file and

 The decompiled hierarchical code.

 => Find more accurate results without false positives.



Detect unknown malware

 Via heuristics-based filtering 

 Filtering based on dynamic code loading and running.

 Monitoring the code execution

 If a malware is found, the app authorizations are extracted and used as a 

template in the first step.



Detect unknown malware

Step 1 - Heuristic-based filtering

 DroidRanger uses heuristics

 Try to find out if there is any application that loads untrusted code. (eg

dexclassloader loads and runs apk and jar files)

 This type of untrusted code loading was found in 1,055 apps used primarily on 

ads.

 Found Plankton spyware this way. 



Detect unknown malware

Step 2 - Dynamic execution monitoring

 Example: when we call a SmsManager.sendTextMessage method through 

an application we get the number that the message is intended to send.

 System calls like sys_mount command which if done via root user can allow 

to make the device writeable.

 Dangerous if attacker gains permissions for root user

 Any flagged apps become a second manual check and are included with 

known malware if they are malicious indeed.



Evaluations of known malware (1/4)

 Statistics of collected apps from existing Android Markets

 Total of 204,000 thousands of applications

 75% of these being in the official Google Store

 25% in 3rd party markets

Official Market Alter M1 Alter M2 Alter M3 Alter M4

No of Apps 153,002 (74.98%) 17,229 (8.44%) 14.943 (7.33%) 10.385 (5.09%) 8.481 (4.16%) 

Total apps 204,040



Evaluations of known malware (2/4)

 10 known malware families used in this case



Evaluations of known malware (3/4)

 Permission-based filtering

 Extracted from the tested applications

 Comparisons with malware apps and similarities were found. We can see the 

percentage of applications that have similar permissions to the corresponding malwares.



Evaluations of known malware (4/4)

 Behavioral analysis

 Number of infected apps by 10 known malware families on 5 studied marketplaces

 Take 4.5 hours to scan all the apps, instead of usual analysis ~ 2 weeks



Evaluations of unknown malware

 The second component of DroidRanger (heuristic-based filtering) discovered 

plankton malware with 10 more similar cases in google marketplace.

 Plankton malware is a jar file application found as an "Angry Birds Cheater" 

app (which gave you unlimited angry birds to cross the stage with 3 stars)

 When executed on the mobile, it turned into a bot

 Google removed all these applications the same day they were reported.



General observations - Conclusion

 Malware can persist longer on third-party markets – 179 in 211

 4 in 10 malware families have root exploits

 Anti-malware mobile software don’t always detect threats

 This paper only studied free apps, leaving behind 36% of paid apps for which it 

would be nice to have some more information for a complete analysis.



Dissecting Android Malware: 

Characterization and 

Evolution
Yajin Zhou, Xuxian Jiang

June 2012



Purpose

 Analyze the various characteristics of malwares.

 Found 1260 apps from 49 malware families

 Found 27 malware families that collect information from mobile users 

 1083 apps from 1260 malware apps ~ 86% were repacked versions of 

normal applications with malicious payloads

 400% increase in Android-based malware since 2010

 Paper is written on 2012

 Anti-virus software like AVG and Norton Mobile Security Lite managed to 

find only 79% of malicious applications

 1/5 of malicious apps did not find



Malware growth in 2012

 Cumulative growth 



How is a malware installed? (1/4)

 After malware analysis, researchers generalized 3 social-engineering 

techniques:

 1. Repackaging

 2. Update attack

 3. Drive-by download



How is a malware installed? (2/4)

 1. Repackaging

 Malware authors found and downloaded popular 

applications

 Extracted the code

 Made inject malicious payload

 Reassembled and uploaded to Android Markets. 



How is a malware installed? (3/4)

 2. Update attack

 Same logic as Repackaging

 But the payload includes an update

component that will download the malicious

part of the payload when the application runs.



How is a malware installed? (4/4)

 3. Drive-by download

 The attacker uses gradually small pieces of code that are not recognized 

by the mobile device's defenses to complete the entire malware payload.

 Each part of the code does not need to be particularly complicated

 It aims to tell the next computer what part of the rest of the code to download to 

complete the malicious content.



After malware installation?

 Try to avoid being detected

 For example, they try to get the name of a service that is supposed to be 

necessary for the mobile to work properly

 Then, malicious payloads try to gain some functionality in the device to be 

installed.



Payloads with malware (1/4)

 Privilege escalation:

 Malware installation

 Attacker gradually attempts to steal another user's access rights without being 
aware

 Try until he/she reaches the point of the super admin

 Allow him/her to do whatever he/she wants on the operating system.

 Exploitation

 The researchers found that about 37% of the applications analyzed had at least 
one root exploit (!!!).



Payloads with malware (2/4)

 Remote controls:

 Convert device into a bot that they control remotely. 

 The researchers found that 93% of the malicious applications studied could 

make the mobile botnet.



Payloads with malware (3/4)

 Trade – make transactions:

 Try to execute financial transactions

 Presented as a media player

 Receive permissions to send messages to premium rate 

services

 Premium-rate services are a form of small payment for a 

service (such as a song order on the radio) that is added 

to the phone bill.



Payloads with malware (4/4)

 Information collection:

 Through the permissions given, malware constantly collects information 

from infected mobiles.

 138 apps (13 malware families) collect SMS messages

 563 apps (15 malware families) collect cell phone numbers

 43 apps (3 malware families) collect and upload user account information



Top 20 permissions requested by 1260 malicious samples



Summary

 This paper analyzes the types and behaviors of mobile device malwares.

 Analysis of 1260 malicious applications in 49 different malware families: 

 86% use the method of repackaging in legitimate applications to include 

malicious payload

 7% include exploits to steal up to super device admin rights

 93% exhibit behaviors for bot-like abilities

 Existing mobile security software is not very up-to-date with the new 

dangers that arise daily, leaving unethical attackers one step ahead.
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Thank you for your 

attention!!!
Questions?


